Laptop Agent

Need to back up laptops not on the company network?
Organisations often have employees working
on laptops which are off the company network
for significant periods of time. Travelling sales
people often produce Word and Excel files while
on-the-road.

•

Backs up files at user defined frequency

•

Uses Microsoft Volume Shadow Service to
safely backup locked files

The data on these laptops can be critical and
needs to be backed up like any other file on the
company network.

•

Optimised data transfer – minimises
bandwidth usage by only transmitting
changes to files

•

Auto detects internet settings – works via
proxy or direct connection

•

Data encrypted while in transmission, laptop
authentication using secure keys

•

Supports all versions of Microsoft Windows

To address the situation where a laptop (or
any computer) not connected to the company
network needs to be backed up, Backup
Systems have developed a solution which runs
on the laptop, backing up files in selected areas
whenever the laptop connects to the internet.
The system backs up files directly to your onsite
Backup Server. The files are stored alongside
the organisation’s data and can be accessed in
the same way. The data will then be replicated to
the cloud or to a secondary site.

Technical Summary

The system is fully customisable so you can
select which directories and file types are to be
included in the backup and how often the
backup should occur.
We understand that while on the road, the
internet connection available may not be the
best, so the system will only send the changes
that have happened to each file. There is also
a safeguard ‘throttle’ to make sure the backup
doesn’t use more of the available connection
than you are happy to spare.
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